
The Centre announces a programme to enable research scientists and engineers in educational institutions, R&D laboratories, etc. to spend up to 2–3 months in association with a member of the Faculty of the Centre. The Centre has its Faculty at Jakkur Campus, Bangalore and Honorary Faculty members located at different leading institutions of the country. The place of work of the Visiting Fellow will therefore depend on his/her research interests and the Faculty of the Centre with whom associated. The Visiting Fellow would be paid a consolidated honorarium between Rs 5000 and Rs 8000 per month during the period in addition to round trip train fare by shortest route between his/her place of work and the institution of the Faculty member.

Research scientists (preferably with Ph.D.) and engineers, who have permanent position in educational institutions, R&D laboratories, etc. with an interest in the broad areas of life sciences (molecular and developmental biology, chronobiology, evolutionary biology, biotechnology, genetics, ecology, behaviour, biomedical research and parasitology), chemical sciences (solid state chemistry, inorganic and physical chemistry, organic chemistry), physical sciences (theoretical physics, mathematical physics, astronomy and astrophysics, experimental areas), engineering sciences (chemical, metallurgical, computer sciences, fluid mechanics), mathematics or atmospheric sciences are invited to apply.

Applications forms may be obtained by writing to the Coordinator of the Centre for Fellowships during 2005–2006. Awardees will be notified by 30 September 2005.

Last date for receipt of completed application form: 30 August 2005

DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACEUTICS
BOMBAY COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
MUMBAI 400 098

Applications are invited on plain paper for the post of Senior Research Fellow (SRF) for the Department of Atomic Energy, Board of Research in Nuclear Sciences (DAE–BRNS), Mumbai, funded research project entitled ‘Drug Delivery To Colon: Novel Approach of Pressure Sensitive System and Gamma Scintigraphic Validation’ under principal investigator Dr (Mrs) M. S. Nagarsenker.

The appointment will be initially for the period of one year (ending on 31 March 2006) and may be extended further on the basis of the progress of the fellow.

Educational qualification:
M.Pharm. (Pharmaceutics) with first class + Two years experience.

Monthly emoluments: SRF: Rs 9500 p.m. + HRA

Interested candidates who possess the above-mentioned qualifications may send their applications with biodata to the following address within 10 days.

The Principal, Bombay College of Pharmacy, Kalina, Santacruz (East), Mumbai 400 098. Mark the envelope with “Attn: Dr (Mrs) M. S. Nagarsenker”.

Selected candidate may be allowed to register for Ph.D. subsequently. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidate if called for the interview or on joining the post.